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1. Introduction: 

1.1 The Clearing Corporation of India Ltd. (CCIL) has been offering CCP clearing of 

USD/INR trades of interbank participants since November ’02. The settlement was 

initially not on Payment Vs. Payment (PvP) basis and the underlying risk was mainly the 

principal risk from the settlement. To take care of this risk, the clearing arrangement had 

a loss allocation process in place based on bilateral net exposures. CCIL then started CCP 

clearing of Forward trades in USD/INR in Dec ’09. Participants for both the settlements 

are now more or less common except that two banks which do not trade in forward 

market have not joined Forward USD/INR clearing. Risks in the Forward Clearing is 

price risk (risk from exchange rate movements). Trades from Forward segment are settled 

on maturity through USD/INR settlement segment. As the risks were different for both 

segments and principal risk was to be covered through bilateral loss allocation in 

settlement seg,ment, the segments were kept separate. 

1.2 From 6
th

 April ’15, the settlement process of the USD/INR settlement segment has 

also been changed to a Payment vs. Payment settlement. Risk management processes for 

this segment have therefore been modulated substantially to cope with this change. Loss 

allocation process based on bilateral exposures has also been stopped. Instead, a clearing 

participant contributed Default fund and risk waterfall whereby CCIL absorbs loss up to a 

specified amount before it is shared by non-defaulting clearing participants have been 

introduced.  Mark to market margin collection model has also been substantially changed. 

Even the limits for trading on S-2 and S-1 days have been allowed to be in higher 

multiples of limits on S day. To cover any additional risk on this count, if any, collection 

of a new form of Initial Margin termed as Additional Initial Margin has been introduced. 

Except for core settlement limit which is termed as exposure limit which is required to be 

supported by USD funds as margins, margins in any other forms can now be deposited in 
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the form of Govt of India Securities or in Rupee Cash. Collection of MTM margin has 

also been streamlined to ensure that there is no uncovered loss build up. Limits on 

settlement date are now both in terms of INR and USD values to also ensure that even 

settlement shortage in INR does not cause liquidity shortage. Thus, the risk profile in 

both segments are now more or less same.  

1.3 The clearing participants also now have full view of their positions, unaccepted trades 

due to non-availability of limits, settlement status etc. on an online basis at various levels 

in both segments enabling them to control their risks. As a result, the system has become 

efficient and much more robust. 

2. Process of integration of these two segments: 

2.1 As the risks to CCIL for both segments are now same and clearing participants to 

these segments are also more or less same, CCIL is getting requests from its various 

stakeholders that it should now integrate the segments. A desire has also been expressed 

that the member contributed default funds of both segments should be merged into a 

single fund.  

2.2 The suggestion merits attention as this can bring in additional efficiency to the 

system. Considering that the forex market is likely to expand significantly in the next few 

years, it is also imperative that unnecessary processes of moving positions from one to 

another segment be removed, if possible. 

2.3 Apparently, the most efficient approach could be to effectively allow the forward 

segment margining to continue all through including on the date of settlement. In 

addition, for the settlement date, there could be a settlement limit as at present. The 

exposure limits for TOM and Spot dates may be removed or converted into soft limits for 

internal monitoring by the clearing participants. As the Settlement in US Dollar will be 

required and this will require CCIL to arrange for US Dollar denominated Lines of Credit 

(LOC), a part of the margin which will support the risk on the settlement date will have to 

be collected in US Dollars. Remaining amount of margin to support any loss from change 

in exchange rate could be collected in the form of govt of India securities and cash.  

2.4 As the cash market in INR/USD is active upto about 10 A.M., it will however be 

necessary that any position entering settlement (i.e. on S-day) will have to be brought 

within limit by 11 AM of the settlement date as at present. There is already a provision in 
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the system that any amount in excess of the limit for a clearing participant can be cash 

settled. This provision has never been used mainly because participants manage 

adequately their risks of not facing an embarrassing situation where their positions are 

cash settled and they are also required to bear any loss that the allocatees suffer to close 

their positions. Since the start of Forward clearing in Dec 2009, position build up for 

settlement dates outside spot window has been allowed without limit and to ensure that 

there is no additional settlement risk, these positions have been allowed to move in 

settlement in a calibrated manner based on settlement limit availability and any position 

remaining in a not-accepted state in settlement were due to be cash settled with the  USD 

receivers based on a pre-defined algorithm.   

2.5 If positions beyond settlement limit is allowed to be taken by the clearing participants 

on days before settlement date, there would however be a slim possibility of a clearing 

participant failing to bring the position within settlement limit by the stipulated time on 

the settlement date, thus causing cash settlement of the trades at the last minute. There 

would be liquidity risk and such risk would finally have to be shared by other clearing 

participants through the cash settlement route. Allocatee entities would then have to 

arrange for funds in the currency of shortage (or allocation) at a time very near to 

settlement. It would, therefore, be necessary that a process is put in place to manage this 

risk efficiently.  

2.6 Apparently, the most important risk control could be by clearing participants 

themselves whose positions are in excess of their settlement limits. To create a suitable 

monitoring mechanism, these entities may have to be allowed to have soft limits on S-1 

day at separate points of time (say at BOD and at mid-day). CCIL system may then keep 

alerting such member of the possible breach.  In addition, strong disincentives could be 

created so that any clearing participant would be discouraged from not bringing their 

positions within the settlement limit by the stipulated time. The possibilities are as under: 

(a) Existing additional loads on close-out at 1 Paise per USD with the right of the 

allocatees to claim any loss to them for covering their positions could continue. 

There could also be a severe penalty. 

(b) Limits at a higher multiple of Settlement Limit is put in place (at present it is 

at a maximum of 2 times of the settlement limit) for a day prior to the settlement 
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date (i.e. S-1 day) and for any participant whose position is in excess of this limit, 

no trade which would allow to widen the gap would be accepted.  

(c) For an entity which failed to bring positions within settlement limit more than 

once in past one year period or so (except for reasons like major system disruption 

or for circumstances beyond their control), a limit may be placed so that the 

system would not accept any trade of such member from S-2 day which would 

cause breach of limits fixed for such entity for S-2 day. Such limits may be set at 

a conservative level (say maximum at 3 times of their settlement limit on S-2 day 

and at 2 times of their settlement limit on S-1 day). For these entities, pre-funding 

route however would remain open so that, in a genuine case (say, large customer 

inflow), they can get their trades accepted beyond limits set. 

3. Benefits to clearing participants: 

3.1 It is expected to bring in significant benefits to the clearing participants. Margin 

requirements for their trades would usually be lower for the integrated segment than for 

two separate segments. They are also likely to have lower amount to contribute to the 

default fund.  

3.2 The participants would have the opion to trade for larger value on S-2 and S-1 day 

and get the trades accepted by CCIL. This will give them and their counter-parties 

significant benefits in terms of better utilisation of counter-party exposure limits. CCIL’s 

on-line acceptance of trades and an anonymous trading system with CCP acceptance of 

trades with full information availability will increase the depth of the market and expand 

the liquidity available in the market. Relatively smaller players will also have significant 

ease in trading at market driven prices thus benefitting customers as well.  

3.3 The extent of open exposures in the forex market between counter-parties is very 

large. With the introduction of CCIL’s clearing of Forward INR/USD trades and all 

major participants joining the system, the risk from open exposures have come down 

substantially. With PvP settlement starting and on-line acceptance of trades by CCIL, 

even in spot market the exposures are getting efficiently netted reducing risks in the 

market. The process of integration which will allow all trades of participants in spot 

market to get accepted in the system as those are concluded or reported would eliminate 

the residual risk that is still continuing in the market in the form of un-accepted trades 

due to strict limit constraint.  
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4.  All members and other interested entities are requested to send their comments and 

feedbacks on the suggested approach for integration of the two segments as detailed 

above. The feedback may be sent to us latest by 31
st
 August 2015 at rmd@ccilindia.co.in 

for attn. of Senior Vice President (Risk Management), CCIL with Header as 

“Consultation Paper : Integration of Forex Forward & Forex Settlement Segment”. 

5. If any clarification is required on any aspect of this paper, please feel free to contact 

Mr. STP Venugopal, JVP,  Risk Management Dept. at 61546413 or Mr. Nandan Pradhan, 

JVP, Risk Management Dept. at 61546422.  

********   ******** 
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